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(Communicated by John B. Conway)

Abstract. We construct a smoothed version of the Toeplitz extension for a

C*-dynamical system   {A, a, R) .   It defines a Thorn class  [t]  in  KK](A,

A X(l R). The Wiener-Hopf-Rieffel extension for (A, a, R)  is shown to be a

smoothed Toeplitz extension which is the K/¿"-inverse of [t] .

1. Introduction

In [2], A. Connes proved an analogue for crossed products of the Thom

isomorphism. Since the original proof of Connes' Thom isomorphism theorem

is rather complicated, many others have tried to produce proofs from a different

point of view [8, 12, 14]. In [9], a smoothed version of the Toeplitz extension

for an almost periodic flow on an «-dimensional torus is studied and is used

to compute the index of Fredholm Toeplitz operators on the flow [4, 10]. It

turns out that the smoothed Toeplitz extension for an almost periodic flow

provides an easy way to compute the Thom isomorphism. The purpose of

the present paper is to generalize the construction of the smoothed Toeplitz

extensions made in [9] to any C*-dynamical system iA, a, R). As the authors

of [9] pointed out, the smoothed Toeplitz extension ought to be dual to the

Wiener-Hopf extension constructed by M. Rieffel [14], in the sense of KK-

theory [1]. We will show in this paper that this is actually true for any C*-

dynamical system iA, a, R). Therefore, computing the boundary maps of the

six term exact sequence of A"-groups associated with the smoothed Toeplitz

extension will yield Connes' Thom isomorphism. In the special case when R

acts on the «-dimensional torus as an almost periodic flow, such a study has

been accomplished in [9]. It is suggested from the work of [7, 9, 11] and

some unpublished work of W. Arveson that smoothed Toeplitz extensions will

become a useful ingredient in the Toeplitz index theory of a C*-dynamical

system iA, a, R). The standard references for C*-dynamical systems and K-
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theory are [13] and [1], respectively. This paper shares the same spirit as that

in [9].

2. Smoothed Toeplitz extensions

A C*-dynamical system iA , a, R) is a separable C*-algebra A and a strong

continuous homomorphism a of R into the group of »-automorphisms of A .

Without loss of generality we may assume A has a unit which is preserved

by a. We represent A faithfully on a Hubert space H and identify A with
2 2

its image. Let L~(R, H) be the Hubert space of L functions with values

in H. Then the crossed product C*-algebra A xt R is faithfully represented

on L (R, H) via the regular representation [13]. Let L\R, A) be the Banach

algebra of L functions with values in A with the twisted convolution as the

product:

9*a W(t) = j <P(n)a,}iWÍt~r¡))dn.

Then L (R, A) can be identified with a dense subalgebra of A xn R. The

regular representation of A xit R is defined by

<p(f)(t) = j<*-Mn))(f(t-n))dri,

I ^
where <p is in L (R, A), and / is in ZT(R, H).

Let R be the dual group of R. The Fourier transform F from L"(R)

onto L'(R) extends naturally to an isometry from L2(R, H) onto L"(R,//).

Since C*(R) = C0(R) is embedded in FiA xn R)F~i as a C*-sub-algebra,

a function 0 in C0(R) acts on L"(R,//) by multiplication. Let PF be a

continuous function on R, satisfying PC(Ç) = {°x ||°' and PE(Ç) > 0, for a

fixed e > 0. Then P£ is in the multiplier algebra of F (A xn R)/7_l . Let us

denote FiA xa R)F~l by W^ .

Lemma 1. Let PE be the operator F~ P^F on L (R, H) and let a be in A.

Then the commutator [P„, a] is in A x   R.

Proof. Let F = 2P(. - 1 . Then Fe is a Thom operator on Ax^R [1, 8]. Hence

[FE, a] is in A x(> R. Consequently [P£, a] is also in A xn R.

Let ^ be the C*-algebraon L2(R, //) generated by g^ and PrFaF~xPE,

where a is in /I. g^ is an ideal of i^ . By Lemma 1, [PF, FaF~[] is in g^ ,

so that the map y'.A^^30/<S'00 defined by y(a) = PeFaF~lP^ + W^ is a surjec-

tive *-homomorphism. We will show that y is actually a »-isomorphism. Note

that the algebra ¿7^ does not depend on the e chosen. In fact, one can replace

PE by any real valued continuous function h on R satisfying limi_>_00 A(^) = 0

and lim-^^ hi¿¡) — 1 without changing the algebra. This is due to the fact that

P-h isTn00^.
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Lemma 2. If f be the Fourier transform of f in L"(R, H), tp be in Ll(R, A)

and let dÇ denote the Plancherel measure of R. Then

F<pF-\m) = je-ii(a_.i0itiZ))(f(O)dC,

where <piti£) = ¡e~'  a_t((p(t))dt converges in norm, and lirn-   ±oo <Î>aiÇ) = 0.

Proof.

F<?F-l(f)(Z) = fe~iUi<i>(f)(t)dt

= I>'* Ia_ti<pin))ifit-r¡))dndt

= I e~ui I a_tipit - Q)ifiO)drdt

= Je-iK {f e-isia_s_ci<pis))ds} (/(C)) ¿Í

= Je-iCia_!.($n(c:))(f(Q)dC.

The statement that HnL=   ±00 ç>i£) = 0  follows from the fact that  tp  is in

l\r,a).

Lemma 3. For a ¿ 0, PFaF~ P  is not in £f   .

Proof. Since [PE, FaF~ ] and PE - PE are in g^ , we need only to show that

P FaF~   is not in W   . Let / be in L"(R, H), <p be in L (R, /Í), and a in£
A. We have

PeFa/"   \fm - F<pF-\m) = Ie-l!ia_,iPEii)a- ^ii))ifit))dt.

Since linv_±00 ^,((£) = 0, it is sufficient to prove that for any compactly sup-

ported continuous function ip from R into A , there exists an / in L (R, //)

suchthat ||/||2 = 1 and || fe~i,(a_t(Pe(i)a-y/(i))(f(t))dt\\22 >c\\a\\2 forsome
c > 0. In fact, if ip(£,) = 0 for all £ > N > e, then for such £

/e~'V,WOa - V(Z))(f(t))dt = Ie""{a_,(a)(/(0)rfi.

Since a is nonzero, there exists a vector t> in // such that ||a(v)|| > 7||a||.

Moreover, there exists a <î > 0, so that for N < ¿¡ < N + 1 , and for 0 < t <S,

\e~il6 - l\< 1/8 and ||o_,(a) -a|| < I/8||a||.
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Let f(t) = l/ôx[0 S] ® v . We have

je-ilia_t(P^)a-w(mf(t))dt

- Ín+X ( I e~nta-ÁPe^a - ¥(Q)(f(t))dt   j di

= j        je l,ia_t(a)(f(t))dt di

dt d^

>

/ /   a(v)dt   -    /   ie~"- \)a(v)dt
Jn      \  Jo Jo

f  e~i'\a_t(a)-a)(v)dt di

- ~\\a\ dí
l6V2n

This proves the lemma.

Theorem 1.  With the notation above, we have an exact sequence of C* -algebras

ST  -^ A —> 0, where i is the inclusion, and q is the symbol map0-»«L
defined by qiPEFaF    PE + g^) = a, for all a in A .

Proof. All we have to show is that y defined earlier is injective. In fact, from

Lemma 3,  y (a)  is not in W^  for all a in A.   Hence,  y(a)  is not zero in

F /%   .00'   00

Remark. As we indicated before, the purposes of adding g^ into JT^ are

both to eliminate the dependence of e chosen and to gain a better control

of the ideal. However, if one does not wish to do so, one may construct an e-

dependent smoothed Toeplitz extension similar to the one we constructed above.

Let 9^ be the C*-algebra generated by the operators {PEaPE, Pe - PE\a e A}

on L2(R, H). Let W be the closed »-ideal of 3^ generated by the elements

of {PEaPEbPE - PEabPE ,P2-PE\a,beA}. Note that ATc^.and f£C?œ.

By Theorem 1 it is easy to deduce that the sequence 0—* ^ —► ^ —* A —► 0

is exact.  Motivated by this observation, one may define the genuine Toeplitz

extension as follows. Let
1   f>0,
0   i<0,

P(i) =

on L2(R, H), and let P = F  lPF on L2(R, H). Define 3~ to be the C*-

algebra generated by the operators of the form PaP for a in A. Let g5 be
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the ideal of ¿7" generated by the elements of the form (PaP)(PbP) - PabP,

where a and b are in A. In view of Theorem 1, one would expect that there

is an exact sequence of C* -algebras O-tf^J^^^O. In many cases

this is known to be true, e.g. [4, 5, 6]. But in general, the question seems to be

open. We would like to give a proof here which is based on a lemma of [5].

Proposition 1. There is an exact sequence of C* -algebras

Proof. There is an obvious surjective *-homomorphism y from A into ^/W

defined by y (a) = PaP + W . We must prove that y is actually injective. Let

a be in A, and let Tx be the translation on L (R, H) defined by TÀ(f)(s) =

f(s-X). For any {, n in L2(R, H), lim^^PaPW^, Wxn) = («(£),*),

where Wk = F'^T^F . In fact, it suffices to show that linr,^ \\PW£ - W£\\2

= 0. But this follows from the equality \\PW^ - W}i\\2 = IU{_00f_A)(/ri)ll2

by the Fourier transform. If S runs through all sums of products of operators

of the form (PaP)(PbP) - PabP, for a, b in A and {, n in L2(R, H),

then the above assertion implies that limA^0(SW.c¡, Wkn) = 0. Therefore,

H = sup{|(fl(í), >/)|:||í|| = NI = 1} = sup{Íim^oo\((PaP + S)WÁi, Wkn)\:

Hill = ||w|| = 1} = sxip{\((PaP + S)ß, n)\:\\i\\ = ||»|| = 1} = \\PaP + S\\ for
ail S. Consequently, ||¿z|| = \\PaP + W\\, the latter being the norm of the

quotient algebra ¿f/W . This establishes the injectivity of y , so the proposition

is proved, (cf. [5, Lemma 24.2].)

Remark. In general, there is no direct relationship between the algebras & and

^ except that ¿7" is in the weak »-closure of ^ . However, in some cases

(e.g. [9, 11]), when one compresses ^ by P, one may have P^^P c ¡T, and

P& P eW. This containment allows one to obtain the 7Y-theoretical index
oo

(in KQ(A xa R)) of a Fredholm operator in y relative to the ideal & by using

the smoothed Toeplitz extension [10, 11].

3.  THOM CLASSES AND THE WlENER-HoPF EXTENSION

It was proved in [9] that the smoothed Toeplitz extension for an almost

periodic flow on an «-torus defines a Thorn class in KK (A, A xn R), where

A = C(T"). The same statement holds in the general case.

Theorem 2. Under the canonical isomorphism of KK\A,A xn R) with

Ext(/1, A xa R)  [I], the smoothed Toeplitz extension is the Thorn element in

KKl(A,AxnR).

Proof. Let M(A xa R) denote the multiplier algebra of A xa R, and let

Q(A xn R) denote the quotient M (A xa R)/A xa R. Let n be the natural

projection from  M(A xa R)  onto   Q(A xa R).    From the exact sequence

0 —> g^ —> ̂  —•• A —> 0 defined in §2, we obtain the following exact

sequence via the Fourier transform   7^:0  —►  A x    R —» 5^   —»■  A  —>  0.
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Hence, one can define a »-homomorphism x:A —* Q(A xn R) by t(a) =

niPaP). Since .7" is contained in MiA x R), the extension 0 —> ̂ x R —»

¿Tj —► /Í —► 0 is exactly the extension corresponding to the Kasparov A-AxaR

bimodule iA xa R, n, (2P£ - 1)) ([1, 19.3]) under the canonical isomorphism

from KK iA, A xa R) onto Ext(/í, A xa R). Here n is the embedding of A

into MiA xa R) defined in §2 (cf. [1, 15.3 and 19.3] and [9]).

The construction of the smoothed Toeplitz extension depends on the initial

representation of the C*-algebra A . However, it is unique up to isomorphism.

Proposition 2. Let n and ri be faithful non-degenerate representations of A on

the Hilbert spaces H and H1, respectively. Then the smoothed Toeplitz exten-

sions for iA,a,R) constructed using n and n   are canonically isomorphic.

Proof. Since the multiplier algebras M(^x;iR) on L2(R, H) and M\AxnR)

on L~(R, H1) are canonically isomorphic, and the images of the embeddings

of C*(R) = C0(R) in them are canonically isomorphic, the images of C (R)

in these multiplier algebras are also canonically isomorphic. One can easily

verify that the Toeplitz algebras constructed from the two representations are

canonically isomorphic under the isomorphism of the multiplier algebras above.

Therefore we have a diagram

0   -   ^oo    -   Ko   -     A     -    0
Î« T* Î*
oo oo

The commutativity of this diagram is easily checked using the above observa-

tion. This proves the proposition.

We can now speak of the smoothed Toeplitz extension 0 —► A x n R —► ^ —►

A —> 0 for the dynamical system iA, a, R) without specifying the faithful

representation of A .

Let iA,a,R) and iA xit R, /J, R) be C*-dynamical systems. The latter

induces an action ß of R on MiA xn R). We assume that A and C*(R) =

C0(R) are invariant under ß , and that ß preserves the natural orientation of

R.

Lemma 4. Under above hypothesis the smoothed Toeplitz algebra ^ of the C*-

dynamical system {A, a,R) is invariant under ß . Moreover, one has an exact

sequence of C*-algebras 0 —► iA xn R) xß R —» ¿7^ x^ R->/lx^R^0.

Proof. Recall that the C*-algebra ^ is generated by A xn R and PEaPr.

Since A and C*(R) = C0(R) are invariant under ß, and ß preserves the

orientation of R, we see that ß,(P£) differs from PE by an element of A x(> R.

Thus the first statement follows. The second statement follows from [2,

Lemma 1].
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In Lemma 4, if ß acts on C*(R) = C0(R) by translation,^if)(n) = f(n + Ç),

then there is an induced action à of a on MÍA x ß R), so that à,(a) = a,(a)

and àtig)(s) = gis - t), where g is in C0(R).

Lemma 5. Le/ a, à, ß, and ß be as above. Then the exact sequence in Lemma

4 is naturally isomorphic to the smoothed Toeplitz extension of the C*-dynamical

system iA x¿ à, R).

Proof. Let R' be the group R corresponding to the ß action. Since the action

of ß on C*(R) is the dual action, (i xo R) x. R' is naturally isomorphic

to iA Xg R') x.( R.  The isomorphism is implemented by a unitary U from

L2iRxR',H) onto L2(R' x R, H), which is defined by U(f)(t, £) = /(£,/).

Recall that A is faithfully represented on H, and the algebras iA xn R) x „ R'

and iA Xn R.') x.t R are represented by the regular representation on ZT(R' x

R, H) and on L (R x R', H), respectively. Let =57, be the smoothed Toeplitz

algebra of {A, a, R), which is defined on L'(R, H). Then ¿7^ x¿ R' is

represented on L (R x R', H) via the regular representation. Let Q^ be the

smoothed Toeplitz extension of the dynamical system iAxß R', q , R), which

is defined on L"(R xR', H). We will prove that the C*-algebra ¿7^ xß R' is

naturally isomorphic to Qœ via conjugation by the unitary U . It is clear that

ß^ is generated by iA xß R.') xà R and PE<pPE for <p in A xß R'. Moreover,

U*i^ xß R')l/ is generated by U*HA xa R) xß r']U = iA xß Rr) xá R and

PEipPe, where ip runs through all compactly supported continuous functions

from R' into A. These are represented on L~(R' x R, H) by the regular

representation (pif)ii, t) = ß_^(à_l((p)(i))(fii, t)). From this it is easy to

check that the last claim is true. This proves the lemma.

Corollary. Let (A, a,R) be a dynamical system. Then the Wiener-Hopf exten-

sion of [14] is a smoothed Toeplitz extension. Hence, it defines a Thorn element

in KK\A xa R, A), which is the KK-inverse of the smoothed Toeplitz extension

ofiA,a,R).

Proof. Let â be the dual action of a . Let 0 -> A xr. R = A <g> C0(R) — J^ -►

A —> 0 be the smoothed Toeplitz extension of the dynamical system iA, â, R).

Note q acts on A trivially. We claim that the smoothed Toeplitz extension

0^(^x.R)x   R = A®3f^^  x. R^A x   R^O
v ft       '      a oo      it (t

is exactly the Wiener-Hopf extension of [14], where à is the induced action of

a on M (A x. R). All we need to show is that ¿7  x   R = CA x„ R, where
v ft I OO        (t /

CA = C0(R U {+oo}) ® A , and where y acts on CA by ytif ® a) = / ® a

with fis) = fis - t). In fact, since à acts on A trivially, ^ is canonically

isomorphic to CA, and the action of a on «7^ gives the action y on CA

under the isomorphism. This proves the claim and the corollary follows.
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Added in proof. The author recently learned that Theorem 1 of this paper has

been independently obtained by W. Arveson.
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